Headteacher: Niamh Arnull

Finchley Catholic High School Sixth Form dress code
Male code

Female code

Code
Blazer

Restrictions
Not denim

Tailored
trousers

Not jeans

Plain V
necked
jumper or
waistcoat

Should be black,
grey or dark
blue only

Shirt with
collar and tie
Plain blue or
black top coat
or outer
jacket
Shoes
Jewellery and
make-up

Notes
To be worn at all
times
No shorts
Not to be worn
instead of the
jacket / no sports
jumpers or
hoodies

Not to be worn
instead of the
blazer
No trainers / flip
flops
One stud earring
in each earlobe

Code
Blazer
Tailored trousers
or smart skirt

Restrictions
Not denim
Not jeans,
leggings, lycra or
denim. No
shorts.

Notes
To be worn at all times
Should be knee length

Dresses

No lycra material

Should be knee length

Shirts, jumpers,
and cardigans

No vest tops,
crop tops, offthe-shoulder or
low-cut

Jumpers and cardigans
not to be worn instead
of the jacket / no sports
jumpers or hoodies

Plain blue or black
top coat or outer
jacket
Shoes/ Boots /
smart sandals
Jewellery and
make-up

No trainers, flip-flops,
plimsolls or UGG boots
One stud earring in
each earlobe

All of the above should be appropriate for wear in an office environment.
Hair should be neat and clean at all times. Male students must not have their hair cut below a number 2 clipping.
No extremes of fashion are allowed: this includes steps in the hair, shaved signs in the hair, full or partial shaving of
the scalp, excessively long hair, hair cut at varying lengths or hair shaped into styles such as Mohicans and spikes.
The scalp must have a visible covering of hair all over. Hair gel is not permitted.
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